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Abstract. Kaon physics program of KLOE is being continued at the upgraded KLOE-2 
system, therefore an overview of KLOE results in this field is shortly presented together 
with prospects for KLOE-2.
1 Introduction
The National Laboratory in Frascati (LNF-INFN, Italy) hosts the e+e“ collider know n as cf)-factory 
DAONE [1-3]. The collider was designed to  operate at the peak of cf) resonance (^ fs  = «
1019 M eV ) producing cf) mesons almost at rest (3 ^  «  0.015) since electrons and positrons collide 
w ith small transverse momenta. A  cf) m eson decays m ostly into kaon pairs (49% into K + K~ and 
34%  into K s K i ), which makes a cf)-factory the natural place for kaon physics studies. From  2001 to 
2006 KLOE has collected 2.5 fb_1 o f integrated lum inosity [4]. The detector consists o f a cylindrical 
drift cham ber [5] and an electrom agnetic calorim eter [6] surrounded by a superconducting coil which 
produces an axial m agnetic field parallel to  the beam  axis.
A t KLOE, reconstruction of the Ks decay close to  interaction region (clean selection of Ks —  
7t +7t“ , BR=69% ) allows to tag a K i  presence which makes KLOE an excellent place for K i  decay 
measurem ents. Additionally a detection of the K i  h it in  the calorim eter module tags the presence 
of the K s, w hich makes KLOE a unique place to study pure K s  beam s e.g. the measurem ent of 
BR(K s  7t°7t°7t°). A  study of both kaons decays in  single event is also possible. Since both of them  
are produced in  a pure quantum state (J pc = l~~), it is possible to  study e.g. quantum  interference 
effects.
A t KLOE, the physics program  was related to the good accuracy of reconstruction of K i  decays 
in  large fiducial volume, while at KLOE-2 an increased interest w ill be focused on the physics close 
to  the interaction point as rare Ks  decays, Ks  -  K L interference, m ulti-lepton events, as well as r/, rj' 
and AT* decays. M ore details about whole KLOE-2 physics program  can be found in  Ref. [7]. The 
m ain m odification of KLOE system from the point o f view of kaon physics is installation of a light- 
material Inner Tracker detector based on the Cylindrical GEM  technology to improve charged vertex 
reconstruction and to  increase the acceptance for low transverse m om entum  tracks [8- 1 1 ].
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Parameter M easurem ent Ref.
BR(Xe3) = 0.4008(15)
B R ( ^ 3) = 0.2699(14)
t l  =50.92(30) ns
A'+ = (25.5 ± 1.8) x  10“ 3 
XI = (1.4 ± 0.8) x  10“ 3
B R (Ks n ev) = 7.046(91) x  10“ 4
A'+ = (25.6 ± 1.5stat ± 0.9sf/s() x  10~3 
A" = (1.5 ± 0.7s[a[ ± 0 A Sy„) x  10- 3 
4) = (15.4 ± 1.8,mf± 1 . 3 ^ f) x l 0 - 3
Table 1. Summary of KLOE results from neutral kaons useful for Vus measurement.
2 CKM matrix
The m easurem ent of the CKM  m ixing matrix elem ent Vus and inform ation about lepton universality 
is provided at KLOE by precise m easurem ents o f sem ileptonic kaon decay rates. The ratio TCST —» 
f iv ) /r ( 7T —>• jiv) from the leptonie kaon decays is an independent measurem ent o f |VUS|2 / 1 VUd12, which, 
together w ith the result o f | VUdl from  the superallowed 0 + —>• 0+ nuclear |3 transitions and VUb from 
sem ileptonic B  decays provide the m ost precise test o f the CKM  m atrix unitarity using relation IKdl2 + 
|Vusl2 + |Vubl2 = 1- A t the present level of accuracy | VUbl2 can be neglected. This allows the universality 
of lepton and quark weak couplings to  be tested.
The kaon sem ileptonic decay rate  is given by:
C2 ( ¥  M 5
n K a )  =  +  2Ask u{2) +  2 A |" )  (1)
where K  = K °, K ±, I = e ,ji  and Ck  is the Clebsch-G ordan coefficient, equal to 1 /2  and 1 for K ± and 
K°, respectively. The experim ental input is the decay w idth Y (K ^)  obtained from the kaon lifetim e and 
the sem ileptonic BRs, inclusive of radiation, w hile the theoretical inputs are: the form  factor /+ (0) = 
fK °n  fQj evaluated at zero m om entum  transfer, the long-distance electrom agnetic corrections A 
the universal short-distance electroweak correction . S ' = 1.0232 and the SU(2)-breaking A sKUi2>. 
One or m ore slope param eters A, m easured from the decay spectra, are used to  describe the form 
factor dependence on the m om entum  transfer w hich enters in the phase space integral Ik jW -  KLOE 
has m easured all relevant inputs for charged and neutral kaons: B R ’s, lifetimes (K i, K ±), form factors.
The inputs for |VUS| from the neutral kaons m easurem ents at KLOE are gathered in  table 1. The 
world average error on Vus /+ (0) value determ ination is 0.19%  [16], while taking into account KLOE 
results only it is 0.28%  [17]. Com bining these results together w ith the 5 fb _1 data foreseen at KLOE- 
2 , we can improve the accuracy on the measurem ent o f the K i  lifetim e and K se3 branching ratio. 
Statistical uncertainties on BRs and lifetimes have been obtained scaling present KLOE statistics to 
5 fb_1 total integrated luminosity, w hile system atic errors have been estim ated conservatively. The 
expected accuracies are presented in  table 2 .
based on 13 x  106 K i  decays
tagged by Ks 7T+7 r
fit the tim e dependence over
0 .4 tl  of 8.5 x  106 K l  3tt° decays [13]
tagged by Ks —>• 7T+7T-
based on 2 x  106 K ^ z  decays
tagged by Ks 7r+7r_
from tagged Ks beam
1.2 x  108 events [14]
(20% of full data sample)
based on 1.8 x  106 K ^ 3 decays
tagged by Ks —^ 7r+7r_ and [15]
from com bined with w ith K Le3 data
World average [16] KLOE-2 prospects with 5 fb -i
M ode VM/ +( 0) % err BR r A I % err BR r A I
K Le3 0.2163(6) 0.26 0.09 0.20 0.11 0.05 0.20 0.09 0.13 0.11 0.06
K i f i i 0.2166(6) 0.28 0.15 0.18 0.11 0.06 0.24 0.15 0.13 0.11 0.08
Kse  3 0.2155(13) 0.61 0.60 0.02 0.11 0.05 0.32 0.30 0.03 0.11 0.06
K% 0.2172(8) 0.36 0.27 0.06 0.23 0.05 0.48 0.25 0.05 0.40 0.06
K% 0.2170(11) 0.51 0.45 0.06 0.23 0.06 0.48 0.27 0.05 0.39 0.08
Average 0.2165(4) 0.19 0.14
Table 2. Comparison o f world average value of Vusf+(0) [16] with KLOE-2 prospects [7].
The present fractional experim ental uncertainty on Vus/+ (0 ) equal to  0.19%  can be reduced to 
0.14%, using KLOE and KLOE-2 statistics and com bining w ith world average. This result together 
w ith m ore precise m easurem ents of /+ (0) and Vud w ould allow to obtain precision at the level of a 
10-4 in  the test on the unitarity relation.
3 Charge asymmetry of Ks
The charge asymmetry for sem ileptonic decays of neutral kaons can be defined w ith Ks  and K i  
sem ileptonic decay widths as follows:
r (Ks ,l -> 7i~e+v) -  r (Ks ,l -> 7i+e~v)
S’L r (Ks ,l 7 r e +V) + T{Ks ,l  ^  n+e~v) (2)
= 2 [Re (eS;i) -  Re(y) ± Re(x_)]
to  the first order in param eters €s, ei  w hich can be expressed in  term s of the CP and CPT violation 
param eters &k  and 6k -
£l /s  =  eK  +  SK - (3)
The sem ileptonic kaon decays (K  nev)  can be described w ith the following decay amplitudes:
{7T~e+v \H weak\K0} =M+,
<7r+ e _ y |  H V)eak | ^ ° >  =  v 5 ^ _ ,
{n+e~v\H weak\KQ} = &L,
{n~e+v\ H weak\K°) = M+, 
where Hweak stands for weak Hamiltonian. One introduces the following useful notation:
■M+ _ ( V
X  =  ----- , X  =  , u =  — ------------ ,
\ y i _ l  & * + & +
x ± x* i r^+ i-ff-X
X± =  2  =  2  ^ ±\Kj  '
(4 )
(5)
Sum  and difference of the As and A i  allow to search for the CPT sym m etry violation, either in  the 
decay amplitudes through the param eter y  or in the mass matrix through the param eter 6k-
As +  A l  = 4Re(e)  -  4R e  (y ) ,
As -  A l  = 4Re(ÓK) + 4R e  ( x _ ) .
The charge asymmetry was m easured by the KTeV experim ent for long-lived kaon [18] and by 
the KLOE - for the short-lived one [14]:
A l  = (3.322 ± 0 .058„„ ± 0 .0 4 7 ^ ,)  x  1CT3,
As = (1 .5 ± 9 .6 I„ , ± 2 . V , ) x l O - 3.
These results allow for the most precise tests of the CPT sym m etry in sem ileptonic decays of neutral 
kaons, although the accuracy on A i  is more than two orders o f m agnitude better then on the As. 
Additionally, the total error on As is dom inated by the available statistics.
Presently the KLOE data set o f 1.7 fb_1 is being reanalysed aiming at the determ ination of the 
sem ileptonic asymmetry for K s  . A s the analyzed data sam ple is 4 tim es larger, an tw ofold reduction 
of the statistical error is expected. Moreover, the KLOE-2 experim ent arises prospects of measuring 
As w ith a statistical uncertainty at the level of 3 x  lO-3 .
4 Rare Ks decays
The mechanism s of the CP violation can be investigated by searches of the CP-prohibited rare decays 
Ks 3n°. The channel K s 3n°  is a pure CP-violating process whereas K s n +n ~ n C) violates 
CP for 1=1 or 3 in  the final state. This CP violation is usually expressed in  term s of the following 
am plitude ratios:
(n +n - n 0\H \K s )
= { x * r * \ H \ K L) =eK + e^ '
{ n W \ H \ K s ) 
m ° W W J\H \K L) €K ^ 00’
w here e^_0 and er' rX) describe CP violation in decay.
The KLOE experiment set the m ost precise upper limit on BR(X$ ~^ 37t°) using 1.7 fb_1 data­
set [19]:
B R (Ks  37t°) < 2.6 x  10“8, (9)
based on a kinem atic fit, testing of signal and background hypotheses and kinem atical differences 
betw een K s  —>• 27T° and K s  —>• 37T°. This result allows for constraining \^(m \ < 0.0088 at 90%  CL. 
The sensitivity on B R(XS —>• 37t°) can be improved to 10-8 w ith 5 fb_1 data-set to be collected by the 
KLOE-2 experiment.
Presently, the direct search of Ks 7t+7t“7i° is being perform ed on the sam e KLOE data set. The 
best value of the branching ratio for this process is an average of three indirect m easurem ents with 
uncertainty at the level of 30%  [20], while the ongoing analysis o f KLOE data shows a possibility to 
obtain the relative uncertainty below 20%  in a direct measurement.
5 Quantum Mechanics and CPT symmetry tests
N eutral kaons produced from  decay of cf) m eson are in  an entangled states. If both kaons decay into 
identical final states, e.g. n +n~  the decay rate o f the system is proportional to:
I (n +n~, n +n~, A t) oc e~FlAr + e~Fsht -  2e~ L 2 S Ar co s (A m A t) , (10)
w here A m  is the mass difference betw een K L and Ks , At is the difference o f decay tim es of two kaons.
— 17 + r \  4
Presence of the interference term  2e 2 Ar cos(Am At) im plies that the kaons cannot decay at the
sam e time, and it is an exam ple of correlation of the type pointed out for the first tim e by Einstein, 
Podolsky and Rosen [21].
Both, T  and CPT sym m etry tests at KLOE-2 require identification of Ks —>• tuz, K l —>• n ±£+v 
and Ks —>• n ±£+v, K l —>• 37t° events. Reconstruction of K l —>• 37t° —>• 6y  decay has to  be perform ed 
based on the calorim eter measurem ent only. The new  reconstruction m ethod is sim ilar to  Global 
Positioning System  (GPS). For each cluster a sphere centered at its position is created. This sphere 
w ith unknow n radius represents possible origin points of y. The point o f K l —>• 371° —>• 6y  is identified 
as intersection o f 6 such spheres (a com m on origin point o f all photons).
5.1 Decoherence
It is physically possible that the coherent state o f tw o kaons em erging from  the phi decay can factorize 
and loose coherence [22]. The amount of deviation from prediction of quantum mechanics can be 
param etrized as the decoherence param eter £ suppresing the interference in  the following way:
I (n +n~, n +n~, A t) oc e~FlAt + e~TsAt -  2(1 -  £S L ) e ~  1 2  S At co s (A m A t) . (11)
The usual quantum m echanics case corresponds to  £ = 0, while {  = 1 im plies the total decoherence. 
In  general {  depends on the basis in which the initial state is expressed. KLOE m easured the deco­
herence param eter based on ^1 .5  fb_1 data sam ple [23]. The experimental points o f signal events 
4) —>• K s K i  —>• 7t+7t“7t+7t“ were fitted w ith Eq. 11 modified w ith param eters expressing decoherence. 
The fit was perform ed taking into account resolution and detection efficiency, the background from 
coherent and incoherent Ks regeneration on the beam  pipe wall, and the small contam ination from 
the non-resonant e+e~ —? n +n ~ n +7t~ channel. The obtained results show no deviation from quantum 
m echanics w ithin the accuracy [23]:
CsL = (0-3 ± ± 0.6jyjf) * l t r 2 ,
<r„6 = (1 .4 ± 9 .5 I„ ± 3 . 8 I!, „ ) a 0 - 7 . (12)
Increased statistics at KLOE-2 together w ith the usage of the inner tracker w ould allow to reach 
factor four of im provem ent in  sensitivity.
5.2 CPT and Lorentz invariance test
In the framework of the S tandard M odel Extension (SME) [24-26], the 8 k  param eter depends on the 
kaon four-m om entum  in the following way:
SK ~  i sm < psw ^swyK(&a0 - $ K * A 2)/A m, (13)
where j k  and $ k  are the boost factor and velocity of the kaon in  the observer rest frame, respectively, 
= arctan(2A m /A O  is the superw eak phase w ith Am  and A r the differences of mass and width 
betw een Ks  and K L, respectively, and A a r e  four C P T  and Lorentz violating coefficients. The 
experim ental observable at fixed tim e difference A r = t \ -  T2 is therefore the following [22]:
Iflf2(Ar) cc e - r|Ar| [ l^ l2 + \m \2 -  2 R e ^ n g e " ^ ) ]  (14)
w here rjj = ^ /) | T \K[} /  T  \K s) -  ek -  8k (Pp  Is), f i  and f z  denote kaon final states, Y = Ts + T/,. 
In the reported measurem ent f i  = f z  = 7t+7t“ and due to the fully destructive quantum  interference 
at A r = 0 the distribution (14) is sensitive to the 771/772 ratio. This analysis is based on looking for a 
possible dependence of / ^ ( A r )  on a sidereal time.
The data sam ple of 1.7 fb_1 total integrated luminosity was analyzed to  select Ks K l 
n +7i~7i+7i~ events selected using the invariant mass of pairs o f particles, tw o-body kinem atics and 
m issing m om entum  and energy. The total contam ination from background events was established 
from  the M onte Carlo sim ulation and amounts to  1.5% com ing m ostly from kaons regenerated w ith­
out m omentum deflection. Selected events were transform ed to  the sidereal fram e and K mesons were 
labeled accordingly to their m om entum  direction (forward, backward) w ith respect to the momentum 
of the 4) meson. The two data samples are further divided into four 6 h  long sidereal tim e periods, so 
finally the fit o f distribution (14) is perform ed to eight data subsets. It results w ith the first m easure­
ment of all four param eters in  the kaon sector and at present the most precise m easurem ent o f these 
param eters in the quark sector o f SM E [27]:
Aa0 = ( -6 .0  ± 1 1 , tat ± 3 .1 ,,* ) x  1CT18 GeV,
Aax = ( 0.9 ± 1.5** ± 0 .6 ,,* ) x  10"18 GeV,
Aa„ = ( -2 .0  ± l.5 stat ± 0.5*,*) x  10-18 GeV,
Aa, = ( 3.1 ± 1.7** ± 0.5*,*) x  10-18 GeV.
The ongoing data-taking cam paign of KLOE-2 at upgraded DAONE collider will improve statisti­
cal uncertainties due to  higher lum inosity of the collider and at the sam e tim e system atic uncertainties 
due to  the installation of the Inner Tracker detector [8, 10, 11]. The Inner Tracker will improve res­
olution on the vertex position and acceptance for tracks w ith low transverse momentum. Expected 
accuracies on Aa0, AaXyy and Aaz  are (5.2, 1.3 and 2 .2 )x l0 -18, respectively.
5.3 CPT and T symmetry test in transition
A  direct test o f the T  sym m etry is possible at the KLOE-2 detector w ith neutral kaons [28]. These 
states can be defined as states w ith definite flavour of CP:
S |K ° )  =  + 1  | K ° ) ,
S |K°> =  - 1  | K ° > , (1 5 )
|K+) = [|K°> + |K°>] w ithCP = +1,
1 (16)
|K_) = —  [|K°> -  |K°>1 w ithCP = -1 ,
V2 L J
and identified through observation of their decay products. A t the mom ent o f decay of the first kaon 
the state o f the second, still-living kaon is imm ediately know n (due to  quantum entanglement). Iden­
tification of its state at the mom ent o f decay after tim e A t allows to observe a transition between the 
strangeness and CP-definite states. For each of the possible transitions a tim e-dependent ratio of prob­
abilities can be defined as an observable of the T  sym m etry test. Two of those ratios can be measured 
at KLOE-2:
p P [K ° (0 )-> K .(A p ]  I(l~,37t° ;A t)
2( ) P[K _(0) —>■ K°(Af)] ~  Ktttt, i +; At) ’ ( )
^ 4(a ^ P[RQ(0 ) - k - (a?)] ~  (18)
P[K _(0) -+ K°(A0] I(7T7r,£~; At)
w ith a sensitivity at the level o f 10-3 . Asymptotically, their deviation from  unity should be propor­
tional to  real part of 8k  w hich is a T  violating param eter o f the neutral kaon system [28].
Constructing tim e-dependent ratios sensitive to  CPT violation is also possible [29]:
P [K °(0 ) —>■ K_(A?)]
2,CPT'  ^ P [K _(0) K °(A 0]’
(20)
’ P[K _(0) -+ K°(Ar)]
leading to  a double ratio as CPT violation observable in  the At :»  ts  limit is equal to 
1 -  S% 6k  -  Again, possible deviation from unity w ould inform  about CPT noninvari­
ance [29]. So far, this param eter was not measured, but it is one of the KLOE-2 milestones.
6 Summary
In the recent years a long list o f physics results from  neutral kaon was provided by the KLOE ex­
perim ent: m easurem ent of Vus, study of CP and CPT discrete symm etries, search for decoherence of 
entangled kaons. Presently the KLOE-2 detector is collecting new  data sam ple for broader and more 
precise results.
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